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SHELLY
KAGAN

Does Consequentialism
Demand Too Much?
Recent Work on the
Limits of Obligation'

Consequentialismclaims that an act is morallypermissibleif and only if
it has better consequences than those of any available alternative act.
This means that agents are morallyrequiredto make theirlargestpossible
contributionto the overall good-no matter what the sacrifice to themselves might involve (rememberingonly that their own well-being counts
too). There is no limit to the sacrifices that morality can require; and
agents are never permittedto favor their own interests at the expense of
the greater good.
Our ordinarymoral intuitions rebel at this picture. We want to claim
that there is a limit to what moralitycan require of us. Some sacrifices
for the sake of others are meritorious,but not required;they are supererogatory.Common morality grants the agent some room to pursue his
own projects,even though other actions might have betterconsequences:
we are permitted to promote the good, but we are not requiredto do so.
The objection that consequentialism demands too much is accepted
uncritically by almost all of us; most moral philosophersintroduce permission to performnonoptimalacts without even a word in its defense.
But the mere fact that our intuitions supportsome moral feature hardly
constitutes in itself adequate philosophicaljustification. If we are to go
beyond mere intuition mongering, we must search for deeper foundations. We must displaythe reasons for limiting the requirementto pursue
the good.
i. The followingworksarereviewedin this essay: DavidHeyd,Supererogation:Its Status
in Ethical Theory(Cambridge:CambridgeUniversityPress, I982); Thomas Nagel, "The
Limits of Objectivity,"in The Tanner Lectures on Human Values, vol. I, ed. Sterling
McMurrmn(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, I980), pp. 77-139; and Samuel Schef-

fler, TheRejectionof Consequentialism:A PhilosophicalInvestigationof the Considerations
UnderlyingRival MoralConceptions(Oxford:ClarendonPress, I982).
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Nor is it sufficient to consider this issue in isolation: the arguments
offered must cohere with the rest of what we want to defend about
morality.The challenge is to provide a plausible defense that preserves
the features which make the ordinarymoral view a moderate one. A
defense of the common view, obviouslyenough, must explain why it is
sometimes permissible to refuse to perform some optimal act. But all
those unwilling to embrace egoism must at the same time avoid arguments that rule out the possibilityof there being any moralrequirements
at all. Thus the explanationmust also account for the fact that sometimes
a given optimal act is requiredby morality.Similarly,the account must
capture the view that even when a given sacrifice is not required,it is
nonetheless permissible-indeed, meritorious. Most arguments offered
seem to be incompatible with these or other features of the common
moralview, and thereforeneed to be rejected by those who wish to defend
anything like that view.
Furthermore,discussions of the claim that consequentialismdemands
too much are often undermined by failure to distinguish this claim from
the widely discussed objectionthat consequentialismpermitstoomuchimproperlypermitting sacrifices to be imposed on some for the sake of
others. Some theories include deontologicalrestrictions,forbiddingcertain kinds of acts even when the consequences would be good. I will not
consider here the merits of such restrictions. It is important to note,
however, that even a theory which included such restrictionsmight still
lack more general permission to act nonoptimally-requiring agents to
promote the good within the pennissible means. It is only the grounds
for rejecting such a general requirementto promotethe overallgood that
we will examine here.
I
David Heyd's Supererogationprovidesan instructiveexample of some of
the problems I have just described. After presenting a historical survey
of the place of supererogationin some majorethical theories, Heyd offers
his own favoredanalysis of the concept. The details of Heyd'sdiscussion,
however, need not concern us, except for this: as the first systematic
study of the subject of supererogation,one would expect Heyd to give
particularcare to justifying his view that some acts are supererogatoryoptimal but not required. But Supererogationis a disappointing book.
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When it finally addresses this task in its concluding chapter, instead of
sustainedargumentwe find a bewilderinggrabbag of incompletethoughts.
Like most who defend the existence of supererogatoryacts, the intuitive
appeal of this position seems to blind Heyd to the obvious inadequacies
of his own discussion.
According to Heyd, the justification of supererogationhas two "aspects": the negative aspect shows the justification for limiting what is
morallyrequired;the positive aspect shows "the value of non-obligatory
well-doing as such" (p. i66). Heyd's summaryof his argument suggests
that each aspect is in turn supportedby several considerations. Unfortunately, the actual presentation of the justifications makes no attempt
to demarcate the boundariesof individualarguments, making the whole
discussion difficult to keep straight.By my rough count, there are eleven
arguments, offered in no particularorder.2Several are actually no more
than hints of arguments, and some may not even be meant as arguments
at all. Furthermore,even the best of them have a half-bakedqualityabout
them, as though Heyd had desperately grabbedat anything at all that
might support his case. Although there is no room here to review all of
Heyd's arguments, I have reconstructed the more interesting ones, and
given them names.
The Incommensurabilityof Reasons (pp. I70-7).
Heyd claims that
there are two types of reasons: reasons to promoteoverallhuman welfare,
and reasons of "autonomy,"which supportthe pursuitof one's own ends.
Although the first sort of reason is "morallysuperior"to the second kind,
the two types of reasons "cannotbe comparedin terms of strength."Thus
it simply isn't generally true that promoting the overall good is backed
by stronger or conclusive reasons-that is, that an agent "ought"to promote the good. If the agent chooses instead to act on the reasons that
supportpromotinghis own ends, this cannot be faulted from the standpoint of practicalreasons; he hasn't failed to do what he ought to do.
By viewing the two types of reasons as incommensurable,Heyd would
be able to explain why an agent might be free to performsome optimal
act at great cost to himself, or to refrain, as he chooses. But such an
A guide to the perplexed(using my own labels): The Incommensurabilityof Reasons
17o-71);
The Good-OughtGap (pp. 171-72); The Basicness of Rights (pp. I72-73);
Coherence (pp. I73-74);
Integrity(p. 174); The MinimalistModel of Morality(p. I74);
The Intrinsic Value of SupererogatoryActs (pp. I75-76); Mill (p.
Justice (pp. 174-75);
2.

(pp.

176); Good Samaritan Legislation (pp. 176-78); and Evidence of Concern (p.

179).

Perhaps

others would carve up the discussion differently.
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account would make it impossible to explain how an agent could ever
be required to promote the good-even at negligible cost to himself.
Presumably in cases of this kind we want to say that the two sorts of
reasons can be comparedin terms of strength, and that reasons of autonomyhave become so weak that they are conclusivelyoutweighed. Yet
how can supposedlyincommensurablereasons become commensurable
simply through variationsin their magnitude? It just won't do for Heyd
to support one part of his moral theory (supererogation)with a thesis
that rules out another part of his moral theory (the existence of some
requirements to aid; see, e.g., p. go).
The Minimalist Modelof Morality (p. I74). Morality,says Heyd, is not
aimed at "the maximization of general good or happiness"but is rather
"a means of securing some minimal conditions of cooperationand justice." Presumablyonly these minimal constraintson the autonomyof the
individualarejustified; beyondthat, individualshave "theright to pursue
their own ends" (p. I 72). Heyd does not explicitlystate how the minimal
level is to be set, but he later seems to endorse the view that moral
requirements "constitute the minimum requiredfor the preservationof
society" (p. i 8i; cf p. I77).
Such a standard,however, would set moralityunacceptablylow: if I
can save someone's life at no cost to myself, surely I am required to do
so; but the preservationof society would not be threatenedif no one ever
fulfilled such obligations. Thus all but an egoist will recognize requirements to aid that go beyond those groundedby Heyd'sminimalistmodel.
Heyd may very well want to include a modest principle of aid as part of
his model-but to do so is ad hoc. Once this is seen, and one realizes
just how minimal a genuinely minimalist model of moralitywould be,
the view should lose its appeal altogether.But at any rate, the minimalist
conception cannot be used by one (such as Heyd) who wants to claim
that the requirement to aid should be limited-but not nonexistent.
These first two arguments bring out nicely the importanceof bearing
in mind that ordinarymorality lies precariouslyperched between two
extremes. Many attacks on consequentialism can only be achieved by
opening the door to egoism (or other overly minimal views); most of us,
therefore, cannot consistently accept such arguments.
Justice (pp. I74-75). Heyd claims that "the non-utilitarianconcept of
justice serves both to counter utilitarianarguments for the punishment
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of an innocent individual and to support the distinction between duty
and supererogation."Just as "individualpersons should not be sacrificed
for the promotion of overall happiness (as in the case of punishing an
innocent man in order to save the lives of many others),"similarly"considerations of justice make it unacceptable to require any individual to
work ceaselessly for the welfare of others."
This is an obscure argument.Who or what is supposedto violatejustice
when the individualis required to promote the overall good? Heyd does
not say, and neither moralitynor the individualhimself seems an especiallypromisingcandidateforblame. Is it then society that acts unjustlyby requiring the promotionof the good, backing its requirements with
social sanctions? This seems more promising:we have a straightforward
case of imposing sacrifices on someone for the sake of others (exactly
like punishing the innocent man). Other passages supportthis interpretation as well (e.g., pp. i66 and I76-77);
but if this is indeed what Heyd
has in mind it is simply beside the point. The immoralityof imposing a
sacrifice upon an individual is completely compatiblewith that individual's nonetheless being morallyrequiredto take the sacrifice upon himself. In effect, this third argument suffers from a confusion I mentioned
earlier:the impermissibilityof society imposing sacrifices might well be
relevant to demonstratingthat consequentialismpermits too much; but
it seems irrelevantto the question of whether consequentialismdemands
too much. Thus, even if it could be shown that it is unjust for society to
coerce individuals into promotingthe good, this would do nothing at all
to support Heyd's view that the individuals themselves are free of such
a moral requirement. (Heyd himself levels a similar objection against
others; e.g., pp. io0-io.)
The Intrinsic Value of SupererogatoryActs (pp. I75-76). Since supererogatoryacts go beyondwhat is required,theirperformanceis "purely
optional."Heyd believes that this makes such acts especially valuable. If
he is right, this would give us a reason to reject a general requirement
to promote the good. But what is this valuable feature? Heyd informs us
that "some types of virtuous behaviour can be realized only under conditions of complete freedomand would be stifled under a more totalitarian
concept of duty." This claim is never substantiated,however, for Heyd
gives no clear statement of which virtues he has in mind. He does note
that supererogatoryacts display"individualpreferencesand virtues";but
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surely doing one's duty can do the same. He also notes that the optionality
of supererogationallows favoritismand partiality-but if these are "virtues" it is not clear to me that we should mourn their passing.
A more interesting possibility may be hinted at in Heyd's repeated
suggestion that the special value of supererogatoryacts consists in "their
being totallyoptionaland voluntary"(pp. 9; cf. pp. 8-1i9, 4I-2, 53, I33).
He never explains why this gives these acts special worth (other than
the unhelpful allusions to virtue), but one possibilityseems close to hand:
since the supererogatoryact goes beyond what is required, if an agent
makes a sacrifice for another, he is doing it not because he must, but
because he wants to. That is, his act is not done from duty-but out of
concern for the one he aids. Thus Heyd may believe that supererogatory
acts are (typically) done from an especially valuable kind of motive (cf
p. I77), which would be lost if duty were more encompassing.
Despite the initial appealof this line of thought, however,it essentially
depends on the assumption that if promotionof the overall good were
morally required it would be impossible (or harder) to act out of this
higher kind of motive. But there is no reason to believe such a claim.
Being morallyrequiredto aid, after all, is perfectlycompatiblewith being
motivated by direct concern for those in need.
It seems, then, that Heyd's arguments repeatedlymiss their mark: of
the four we've examined, two are incompatiblewith Heyd's own views,
one is irrelevant to his conclusion, and the last fails to deliver on its
promise. In the end, I believe that all that can be salvaged from Heyd's
discussion is the general suggestion that an adequate defense might
contain both positive and negative elements: e.g., negatively, some considerationsmight point to the necessity of limiting moral requirements;
positively, other considerations might indicate the desirabilityof doing
so. Obviously,however, this suggestion does not itself indicate how this
necessary defense might be provided.
In his closing paragraph,Heyd expresses doubts about whether basic
disagreements in moral outook can be "resolvedby rationalargument";
and he asserts that he has not attempted to "prove"his "pictureof man
and of the nature of morality"(p. I83). Surely, however, we can at least
ask that Heyd paint a coherent picture, instead of a series of inadequate
sketches. It should be noted, furthermore,that the faults of Heyd's discussion are typicalof most writingin this area.Althoughfew philosophers
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offer as many arguments as Heyd does, generally the particulararguments are just as weak. In the followingsections, however,I will consider
two works which are notable exceptions: each offers a sustained argument for the rejection of a general requirement to promote the good.
II
Thomas Nagel's "TheLimits of Objectivity"is a rich and suggestive work
in metaphysics and ethics. A series of three lectures, the first treats
subjectivity and objectivity in the philosophy of mind, the second discusses the objectivityof values, and the third argues for the inadequacy
of consequentialism.
In the second lecture, Nagel makes a key distinction between agentrelative and agent-neutral reasons (pp. IOI-3). Roughly, an agent-neutral reason "is a reason for anyone to do or want something"-that is, it
is a reason that applies to everybody,regardless of their particularcircumstances or interests. If we judge that some state of affairshas agentneutral value, "thatmeans that anyone has reason to want it to happen."
Agent-relativereasons, however, apply only to particularindividuals;if
we judge that something has agent-relativevalue, then we only believe
"thatsomeone has reason to want and pursue it if it is related to him in
the right way (being in his interest, for example)." Much of the second
lecture is devoted to arguing that there are at least some agent-neutral
reasons; Nagel believes, for instance, that "anyonehas a reason to want
any pain to stop, whether or not it is his" (p. io8).
This is, of course, a controversialclaim, but it won't be examined here,
forit would certainlybe acceptedby the consequentialist.Indeed,it seems
that consequentialism can be usefully viewed as the theorythat the only
reasons for action are agent-neutralones (p. i I9). Against this position,
Nagel argues in the third lecture for the existence of genuine agentrelative reasons. "Deontologicalreasons" fall outside our topic. The existence of "reasons of autonomy,"however, is directly relevant to the
charge that consequentialismdemandstoo much, for such reasons"would
limit what we are obligedto do in the service of agent-neutralvalues" (p.
I 20). They springfrom "thedesires, projects,commitments,and personal
ties of the individual agent, all of which give him reasons to act im the
pursuit of ends that are his own" (p. I20).
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Nagel writes:
If I have a bad headache, anyone has a reason to want it to stop. But
if for instance I badly want to become a first-ratepianist, not everyone
has a reason to want me to practice. I have a reason to want to practice,
and it may be just as strong as my reason for wanting my headache
to go away. But other people have very little reason, if any, to care
whether I become a first-ratepianist or not. Why is this?
I think it is easier to believe in this distinction than to explain it (pp.
121-22).

It is indeed easy to believe in Nagel's distinction. But the question, as
Nagel seems to recognize, is whether or not he can offer an adequate
explanationof the distinction, and thus manage to defend our intuitions.
Beforeinvestigating this, however, it may be worth spelling out exactly
how such agent-relativereasons bode ill for consequentialism'srequirement to promote the overall good (a topic Nagel rushes over, pp. I2425). Suppose, first, that my projects and interests did generate agentneutralreasons, and only agent-neutralreasons. Since my projectswould
have agent-neutralvalue, not only would I have reasons to promotethem,
everyone would have such reasons; the promotionof my projects would
count as part of the overall good. Since my projects would generate only
agent-neutralreasons, however, I would have no morereason to promote
them than would anyone else; the mere fact that they were my projects
would give me no extra reason to favor them.
Supposeinstead that my interests also generatedagent-relativereasons
(in addition to the agent-neutral reasons, if any). Then I would have
reasons to promote my projects which not everyone else possessed; and
if sufficiently strong, these extra reasons to promotemy projects would
override the agent-neutral reasons impinging on me. Thus it would be
permissible, in some cases, to pursue my own projects at the possible
expense of the overall good.
Nagel concentrates on denying that there is any agent-neutralvalue
to the satisfaction of preferences per se (p. 124; there may be derivative
value, since the frustrationof desires can be painful,p. I23). This enables
him to offer an indirect argument: since it is implausibleto hold that no
genuine reasons are generated, it must be agent-relativeones that are
created by preferences (p. I25). Even if sound, I do not think such a via
negativa will be especially illuminating. It may help establish the exist-
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ence of agent-relativereasons, but it will not explain them. Furthermore,
if the account in my two previous paragraphsis correct, the denial that
there is any agent-neutralvalue to preference satisfactionper se seems
an unnecessarily extreme thesis for Nagel to maintain, for the permissibility of favoring my own projects will be established so long as my
preferences generate agent-relativereasons. There is no need to deny
that they also generate agent-neutralreasons;it is simplythat these must
not exhaust their reason-giving force.3 What is especially in need of
explanation, then, is why agent-relative reasons are created. Unfortunately, given the needs of Nagel's indirect argument, the discussion focuses instead on explaining why agent-neutralreasons are not generated.
These are, perhaps, relatively minor complaints; but there is a more
central difficulty with Nagel's account. Nagel's explanationof why it is
sometimes permissible for an agent to promotehis own interests, rather
than sacrificing them for the overall good, is that agent-relativereasons
will often outweigh the opposingagent-neutralreasons. Such an account,
however, makes it mysterious how it could be permissiblefor the agent
to make the sacrifice. Doing so, after all, would be in blatant disregard
of the agent-relativereasons which, by hypothesis, outweigh the agentneutral ones. In order to maintain the intuitive claim that the agent can
make the sacrifice or refrain,as he chooses, it seems that Nagel will need
a more complicated account of reasons than the one given here.
Nagel's problem is the complement of one that plagued Heyd. Heyd
claimed that reasons of autonomyand reasons to promotethe overallgood
are incommensurable.This enabled him to account for the agent's freedom to sacrifice his interests, or to refrain, as he chooses; but it ruled
out the possibility of accounting for moral requirements. Nagel views
agent-relative and agent-neutral reasons as commensurable, and thus
can account for the existence of moralrequirements;but he seems unable
to account for the agent's ever having thefreedomto sacrificehis interests
if he chooses. It is far from clear whether a coherent account of reasons
could manage to avoid both of these problems simultaneously.
Leaving this difficulty aside, let us now return to the earlierquestion:
3. If my projects lack agent-neutralvalue, then others have no direct reason to help
promotethem. This wouldprovidea second way in which moralitywouldbe less demanding
than most consequentialists believe it to be. But it would not show the inadequacy of
consequentialism'srequirementto promotethe good; it would simply establish that it is
an errorto believe that preferencesatisfactionper se is part of the overallgood.
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Why does pain generate agent-neutral reasons, but the desire to be a
pianist only agent-relativeones? Nagel distinguishes between involuntary
desires, and those desires that are "adopted"or chosen (p. I 22). His view
is that, roughly, involuntarydesires generate agent-neutralreasons, but
adopted desires create only agent-relati-veones. (This view was tacitly
appealed to in the earlier argument for the agent-neutral value of the
avoidance of pain, p. IO9.)
Against those who claim that the satisfactionof an adopteddesire has
agent-neutralvalue, Nagel objects that "one would have to be deranged
to think it did matterimpersonally"(p. I23). Much of the rhetoricalforce
of this reply, however, derives from the mistaken view that objects with
agent-neutral value must be "goodor bad in themselves" (p. ii9; cf p.
IO9). To say that an object is good in itself is presumablyto say that its
value does not depend upon anyone's desiring it; and it is admittedly
much more plausible to hold that objects of adopted desires (typically)
have value only because someone does desire them. But Nagel apparently
overlooksthe possibilitythat although an object'shaving value at all may
depend upon its being desired by someone or the other, given that there
is someone who desires the object, this generates agent-neutralreasons.
This view is not at least obviouslycrazy,and so Nagel still needs to explain
why adopteddesires generate only agent-relativereasons.
In what appearsto be the key passage, Nagel writes that when we look
at adopteddesires
objectively, from outside, we can acknowledge the validityof the reasons they give for action, withoutjudging that there is an agent-neutral
reason for any of those things to be done. That is because, when we
move to the objective standpoint,we are not occupyingthe perspective
from which these values have to be accepted. Their diversityand their
dependence on the historyand circumstancesof the agent insures this.
From a point of view outside the perspectiveof my ambitionto become
a first-ratepianist, it is possible to recognizeand understand that perspective and so to acknowledgethe reasons that arise inside it; but it
is not possible to accept those reasons as one's own, unless one adopts
the perspective rather than merely recognizing it (pp. I22-23).
I must confess that I am unable to grasp what the argument or explanation is supposed to be here. The passage repeatedlyasserts that if I do
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not share an adopteddesire, I do not have-and indeed cannot have-a
directreason to promotethe satisfactionof that desire. But I simplycannot
see how Nagel gives any explanation of this. The trivialreminder that I
do not share desires I do not share cannot in itself explain why such
desires do not generate reasons binding upon me.
One possibilityis that Nagel is tacitly assuming that an individualcan
have a reason to promote something only if he takes a (logically prior)
interest in it. This would explain why unshared desires do not generate
reasons; but such a Humean view seems to be in violationof the entire
spirit of Nagel's enterprise, and is explicitly rejected elsewhere (e.g., p.
I IO).

A second possible explanation might stress the difference between
involuntarydesires-which are simply "evoked"(p. iog0-and adopted
desires, which are chosen. Since in some sense it is my fault that I have
adopteddesires which may go unsatisfied,it might be suggested that this
explains why others have no responsibilityfor helping me in this regard.
(Compare the view that the guilty and the lazy do not deserve help in
overcoming the troubles they have brought upon themselves.) I do not
know if this account can be adequatelydeveloped and defended, but it
would clearly go beyond anything Nagel has suggested.
Ultimately,then, Nagel's discussion is inadequate.Yet despite the failure in detail of Nagel's argument, I think that its general thrust is in the
right direction. Nagel is concerned about the conflict between the objective and the subjective perspectives, and he is eager to emphasize the
legitimate claims of the latter. Surely if an adequate defense can be
providedfor rejecting a general requirementto promotethe overallgood,
that defense will be groundedin the existence and natureof the subjective
standpoint.Nonetheless, it seems to me that "The Limits of Objectivity"
does not provide an adequate argument along these lines. The most
promising development of the Nagelian strategy,I believe, can be found
instead in our final work.
III

Samuel Scheffler's The Rejection of Consequentialismis one of the most
interesting works of moral philosophythat I have read in years. Starting
from the reasonable view that "the salient features of all moral concep-
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tions stand in need of principledmotivation"(p. I2I), the bookis, as the
subtitle indicates, "aphilosophicalinvestigationof the considerationsunderlying rival moral conceptions."
Three particularfeaturesengage Scheffler'sattention:distribution-sensitive theories of the good; deontologicalrestrictions;and what Scheffler
calls agent-centeredprerogativeswhich (within limits) permit the agent
to perform acts, if he so chooses, that are less than optimal from an
impartialperspective. Only the last will concern us here. Scheffler believes that he can offer a plausible rationalefor rejecting consequentialism's general requirement to promote the good. As I've indicated, this
rationaleturns on the nature of the subjective or personalpoint of view.
Before turning to the rationale itself, let's look at the kind of agentcentered prerogative Scheffler finds most plausible. Consequentialism
insists that an agent should act in accord with an impartialstandpoint.
In contrast, then, an agent-centered prerogativewould make it permissible for the agent "to devote energy and attention to his projects and
commitmentsout of proportionto theirweight in the impersonalcalculus"
(p. I4). This basic idea is straightforwardenough; but the particular
passage where Scheffler describes the details of his prerogativeis rather
garbled. He suggests that a plausible prerogative
greaterweight
would alloweach agent to assign a certainproportionately
to his own interests than to the interests of other people. It would then
allow the agent to promote the non-optimaloutcome of his choosing,
providedonly that the degree of its inferiorityto each of the superior
outcomes he could instead promotein no case exceeded, by more than
the specified proportion,the degree of sacrifice necessary for him to
promote the superioroutcome (p. 20).
Taken literally,this passage seems to say that an act is permissiblewhen
the difference between two (obscure) magnitudes is less than or equal
to some specified proportion.It is not at all clear what intuitive interpretation this formula could have.
Scheffler's lapse is unfortunate, for it does not seem difficult to understand the sort of prerogativethat he probablymeant to be describing.
Imagine that I want to performsome act, S, rather than an alternative,
0, because S is morein'myinterests. Consequentialismsays I must weigh
the interests of others just as heavily as my own; thus I can performS
rather than 0 only if the loss to others doesn't objectivelyoutweigh the
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gain to me. Suppose, however, that I am permitted to count my own
interests more heavily than others; in my calculations, let us say, I can
magnify my benefits and losses, giving them up to M times their objective
weight. Unlike consequentialism, where the size of the loss to others (of
S rather than 0) must be less than or equal to the gain to me, under
such an agent-centered prerogativeperformingS rather than 0 would
be permissible even in cases where the loss to others does outweigh the
gain to me, provided that the size of the loss to others is less than or
equal to M times the gain to me.
I believe that this is the sort of prerogativethat Scheffler had in mind:
I can justify certain nonoptimalacts, by giving my interests up to M times
their objective weight; but I am not requiredto weigh my interests more
heavily, and so I can still choose to sacrifice my interests and perform
the optimal act. Furthermore,such a prerogativewould differ from egoism, as Scheffler notes (p. 21),4 for I would not be permitted to pursue
my interests when the size of the loss to others would be greaterthan M
times the gain to me.
There is, however, an importantdifficultythat Scheffler overlooks(pp.
23-5):
such a prerogativewill not only permit agents to allow harm, it
will also permit agents to do harm in the pursuit of their nonoptimal
projects(Scheffler readilypermitsoptimalharnings). Forthe prerogative
is only sensitive to the size of the loss to others, and not to whether the
loss is caused by the agent's act. Thus, for example, it will apparentlybe
permissible to kill my rich uncle in order to inherit $io,ooo. Lest it be
suggested that a plausible M will avoidthis result, bearin mind that most
of us believe we would not be required to pay $io,ooo in order to save
the life of some stranger; any M large enough to save such results will
obviously work in the former case as well. Such permissions to do nonoptimal harm could be blocked by introducingdeontologicalrestrictions
against harming, but Scheffier rejects these; nor does he offer any other
rationalefor limiting the prerogativeto cases of allowing harm.
Let us now consider the proposedrationalefor agent-centeredprerogatives (of whatever form). Scheffler's exposition proceeds dialectically
(see especially pp. 56-67), but the final outline of the argument seems
to be this: i) Each person has a point of view, the nature of which is
4. Providedthat M is finite. Scheffleris wrong,however,to claim that such a prerogative
would place restrictionson the kind of projects the agent can pursue (see p. 2I; cf. pp.
18-19).
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such that the individual's "own projects and commitments have a distinctive claim on his attention; he cares about them out of proportion"
to their weight from an impersonalstandpoint.In this sense, the personal
point of view is "independent"of the impersonal standpoint(pp. 56-7).
2) Since an adequatemoralitymust take account of the nature of persons,
we should reject any moral principle "which ignores the independence
of the personal point of view" (pp. 57-8). 3) There are, however, at least
two different rational methods for taking account of the fact of personal
independence (pp. 6o, 63): (a) a "maximization"strategy,which is available to the consequentialist(pp. 58-6i); and (b) the "liberation"strategy,
4) Since the
which creates an agent-centered prerogative(pp. 6I-2).
at
as
the
liberation strategy is least adequate as
maximization strategy,
we have a rationalefor incorporatingprerogatives:doing so "embodiesa
rationalstrategyfor taking account of personalindependence, given one
construal of the importanceof that aspect of persons"(p. 67).
Scheffler's conclusion is modest: he does not argue that it's necessary
to include such prerogatives,but only that there is a plausible rationale
for those theories which do (pp. 64-7). Whether this is so, of course,
depends on the details of the liberationstrategy;for the mere fact that a
theory can be construed as some sort of response to the nature of persons
does not in itself show that there is a rationale for responding in that
way.
Consider, first, the maximization strategy. Despite its name, the core
of this response is the recognition that personal independence "fundamentally affects the character of human fulfilment and hence the constitution of the individualgood"(p. 6o). Since abandoningone's projects
can be especially hard, it is only plausible to "count the cost of such
hardships in arriving at our overall assessments of relevant outcomes,
thereby acknowledgingthe special concern people have for their projects
as their projects"(p. 59). Consequentialists (whether correctly or not)
go on to require the promotionof the overallgood; but this sophisticated
account of individual good should be accepted even by nonconsequentialists (cf. pp. 63-4, I23-24). There may be additionalappropriateresponses to personal independence as well, but at the very least the rationalefor adjusting one's theoryof the good seems clear and undeniable.
Mattersare less clear with the liberationstrategy.Scheffler claims that
an agent-centered prerogative"takes account of the natural independence of the personal point of view precisely by granting it moral inde-
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pendence" (p. 62). Such a claim is misleading, however.Admittedly,any
prerogativewould give the personalpoint of view some freedomin practical deliberationfromthe constraintsof the impersonalstandpoint;nonetheless, like consequentialism, a limited prerogativeis "unlikelyto exhaust" (p. 6i) the agent's own feelings about his projects.Thus nothing
short of egoism would actually grant genuine moralindependence to the
personal point of view. If, like Scheffler, we want to reject egoism, we
need a rationalefor prerogativesthat grant only partial moralindependence.
Furthermore,Scheffler'scentraldescriptionof the rationaleunderlying
the liberation strategy (p. 62) is obscure; and although other passages
shed some light (pp. 64, 94, and I25-27), I believe the account remains
fundamentallyinadequate. In the liberationstrategy, says Scheffler, the
importanceof the naturalindependence of the personalpoint of view "is
conceived as stemming primarilyfrom its impact on the character of
human agency and motivation"(p. 94>-that is, people do not typically
act in accordancewith the impersonalstandpoint.Schefflersuggests that
"given this conception of the importanceof the naturalfact of personal
independence, a moral view gives sufficient weight to that fact only if it
reflects it, by freeing people from the demand that their actions and
motives always be optimal from the impersonalperspective"(p. 62).
Thus, faced with the fact that people typicallydon'tpromotethe overall
good, the liberation strategy responds that morallythey're not required
to. But what is the underlyingrationalefor this response supposed to be?
Surely Scheffler doesn't mean to be arguing that since people are going
to do something anyway we might as well say that this is morallypermissible-a quick road to egoism, and implausible to boot. Personal independence may constitute an implicit appealfor agent-centeredprerogatives-but what is the rationale for granting this appeal? (Surely not
the mere fact that the appeal is made.) Doing so is a response, to be
sure, but why is it a rational response? Scheffler never raises these
questions; but without answers, I don't see how we can accept his claim
to have shown that the liberationstrategyis a rationalmethod for taking
account of personal independence. Unlike the maximization strategy,
Scheffler providesno genuine rationaleat all for the liberationstrategy.
Let me quickly suggest two possible approachesto providing such a
rationale.The firstwould developScheffler'sobservationaboutthe impact
of personal independence on motivation and agency: it might be sug-
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gested, as a result, that a general requirementto promotethe good would
lack the motivationalunderpinningnecessary for genuine moralrequirements; and so moral theory must grant at least some sort of agent-centered prerogative.The second would stress the importance of personal
independence for the existence of commitments and close personal relations: it might then be suggested that the value of such commitments
yields a positive reason for preservingwithin moral theory at least some
moral independence for the personal point of view. Neither of these approaches need lead to egoism; but I am not sure whether either of them
can be adequately defended. Without some such approach,however, it
seems that Scheffler fails to provide an underlying rationale for incorporating agent-centered prerogativesinto moral theory. Like Nagel and
Heyd, Scheffler's rejection of the general requirement to promote the
good remains inadequately supported.

IV
In this essay I have examined three recent attempts to defend the view
that (within limits) it is permissibleforagents to pursue theirown projects
rather than the overall good. That all three attempts have proven inadequate should give pause to those who do not even feel the need to defend
this common view. The shortcomingsof a grabbag approachlike Heyd's
will not, perhaps, surprise us; but the failure of even the sustained attempts of Nagel and Scheffler should alert us to the difficulty of supportingthe common belief. Indeed, if the intuition that consequentialism
demands too much remains impossible to defend, we may have to face
the sobering possibilitythat it is not consequentialism,but our intuition,
that is in error.
I am indebted to Thomas Nagel and Samuel Schefflerfor valuablediscussions of their
work, and to the Editorsof Philosophy& PublicAffairs for criticismsof an earlierversion
of this essay.
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